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Abstract
We introduce external sources J
A
directly into the quantum master action W of the field–
antifield formalism instead of the effective action. The external sources J
A
lead to a set of BRST-
invariant functions WA that are in antisymplectic involution. As a byproduct, we encounter quasi–
groups with open gauge algebras.
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1 Introduction
Historically, several authors have worked on a formalism with external sources, e.g., in Yang-Mills
theories [1], or e.g., for the effective action Γ [2, 3, 4, 5]. Here we shall not consider the effective
action, but rather work directly in terms of the quantum master action W 0.
At first sight, it seems tempting to try to introduce external sources Jα in the field–antifield formalism
in a naive manner by simply modifying the standard quantum master action
W 0
?
−→ W 0 + JαΦ
α , (1.1)
where Φα denote the fundamental field variables, α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. However, consistency (as we shall
see in next Section) requires Φα to be BRST–invariant. This is in general not the case, so a more
sophisticated approach is clearly needed.
2 BRST–Invariant WA Functions
In this paper, we suggest to use BRST–invariant functions WA=WA(Γ; ~) to multiply the external
sources JA:
W J = W 0 + JAW
A . (2.1)
The actions W J and W 0 denote the quantum master action with and without external sources JA, re-
spectively. The index A ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N} runs over twice as many values as the index α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
to reflect the full antisymplectic phase space ΓA={Φα; Φ∗α}. The Grassmann parity and ghost number
are
εA := ε(Γ
A) = ε(WA) = ε(JA) , (2.2)
ghA := gh(Γ
A) = gh(WA) = −gh(JA) , (2.3)
ε(W J ) = 0 , gh(W J) = 0 . (2.4)
Remark: The action W J could more generally be a power series expansion in the sources JA, but we
shall for simplicity assume in this paper that W J only depends affinely on the JA sources, as indicated
in eq. (2.1). (An affine function is a function with first–order terms and zero-order terms.)
General remarks about Notation: The superscript “0” on a quantity means the source–free
limit J=0 of that quantity. For example, W 0 = W J
∣∣
J=0
.
3 ∆ operator and Antibracket (·, ·)
To set up the field-antifield formalism [6, 7, 8] one needs the ∆ operator
∆ = ∆ρ + νρ , ∆
2 = 0 , ε(∆) = 1 , (3.1)
where
∆ρ :=
(−1)εA
2ρ
→
∂ℓ
∂ΓA
ρEAB
→
∂ℓ
∂ΓB
(3.2)
is the odd Laplacian, and νρ is an Grassmann–odd scalar function, see Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] for
details.
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The antibracket is given as
(f, g) := (−1)εf [[
→
∆, f ], g]1 = (f
←
∂r
∂ΓA
)EAB(
→
∂ℓ
∂ΓB
g) = −(−1)(εf+1)(εg+1)(f ↔ g) . (3.3)
4 Quantum Master Equation
The quantum master equation with external sources
∆e
i
~
W J = 0 ⇔
1
2
(W J ,W J) = i~∆ρW
J + ~2νρ (4.1)
is equivalent to the following J-independent conditions (4.2)–(4.4).
1. The standard quantum master equation:
∆e
i
~
W 0 = 0 ⇔
1
2
(W 0,W 0) = i~∆ρW
0 + ~2νρ . (4.2)
2. The functions WA=WA(Γ; ~) are BRST–invariant,
σW 0(W
A) = 0 , (4.3)
where σ
W 0
:= (W 0, · ) + ~
i
∆ρ is the quantum BRST operator.
3. The functions WA=WA(Γ; ~) are∗ mutually in involution with respect to the antibracket (·, ·),
(WA,WB) = 0 . (4.4)
The third condition (4.4) shows that the 2N functionWA can carry at most N independent functions,
so in other words the set WA will always be redundant. The redundant description is sometimes
necessary for relativistic quantum field theories to preserve symmetry, such as, e.g., Lorentz symmetry,
and locality.
The second condition (4.3) immediately illustrates that one cannot pick Wα = Φα and W ∗α = 0, cf
eq. (1.1). This does not work because the fundamental field variables Φα are in general not BRST
invariant.
5 Classical Master Equation
Let us next consider the classical limit
W J = SJ +O(~) , W 0 = S0 +O(~) , WA = SA +O(~) , (5.1)
where
SJ = S0 + JAS
A . (5.2)
The classical master equation with external sources
(SJ , SJ) = 0 (5.3)
is equivalent to the following J-independent conditions
(S0, S0) = 0 , (S0, SA) = 0 , (SA, SB) = 0 , (5.4)
which, in turn, are the classical limit of the the conditions (4.2)–(4.4), respectively.
∗To see eq. (4.4), differentiate the quantum master eq. (4.1) twice with respect to the external sources JA and JB to
get (WA,WB)− (−1)(εA+1)(εB+1)(A↔ B) = 0. Recalling the symmetry (3.3) of the antibracket then leads to eq. (4.4).
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Table 1: Multiplicity, Grassmann parity and ghost number of the fundamental variables ΓA and the
BRST–invariant WA functions for irreducible theories in the minimal sector.
Fields Φα Antifields Φ∗α
Variables ΓA ϕi ca ϕ∗i c
∗
a
Multiplicity rank(ΓA)=2N n m n m
Grassmann Parity εA εi εa+1 εi+1 εa
Ghost Number ghA 0 1 −1 −2
Rank of WA=SA+O(~) N=n+m n−m m m 0
Classical BRST–Invariants SA Si Sa S∗i S
∗
a≡0
Quantum BRST–Invariants WA W i W a W ∗i W
∗
a ≡0
Wα=Sα+O(~) W ∗α=S
∗
α+O(~)
6 Existence of W J
Existence of the source–free classical master action S0 for reducible theories was proven in Ref. [14]
and further elaborated in Ref. [15]. The presence of external sources JA does not change the proof in
other respect that pertinent quantities now depend on the external sources JA. A sufficient condition
for the existence of the quantum master action W J is that the cohomology of the classical BRST
operator sJ vanishes in the sector with ghost number equal to 1.
7 Irreducible Theories
We shall only consider the irreducible case from now on. According to Theorem 3.4 of Ref. [15], to
prove the existence of the external source formalism at the classical level, it remains to prove the
existence of a J-dependent acyclic, nilpotent Koszul–Tate operator sJ
−1. Here the nilpotency of s
J
−1 is
just the J-dependent Noether identities
(SJo
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) RJia = 0 , (7.1)
where SJo = S
J
o (ϕ) is the J-dependent action in the original field sector, and R
Ji
a = R
Ji
a(ϕ) are the
J-dependent gauge–generators.
Thus we imagine that we are given a source–free theory that satisfies the Noether identity (7.1) for
JA=0, and we are seeking solutions to these identities for non–vanishing external sources JA 6= 0.
8 Irreducible and Closed Theories
In the irreducible and closed case, the proper solution can be taken on the form in the minimal sector
SJ = SJo + ϕ
∗
i R
Ji
a c
a +
1
2
c∗c U
Jc
ab c
bca(−1)εa , (8.1)
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with J-dependent structure functions UJcab = U
Jc
ab(ϕ). Besides the Noether identity (7.1), the
classical master equation (5.3) contains the gauge algebra relation
(RJia
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) RJjb − (−1)
εaεb(a↔ b) = RJic U
Jc
ab . (8.2)
and a six–term Jacobi identity
∑
cycl. a,b,c
(−1)εaεc

UJdae UJebc − (UJdab
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) RJic

 = 0 . (8.3)
9 Groupoid/Quasi–group
The above set of eqs. (7.1), (8.2) and (8.3) has an interpretation in terms of a (closed) groupoid/quasi–
group [16]. The fields ϕi are coordinates on the quasi–group. We shall use the quasi–group construction
to deduce BRST–invariants Si associated with the (transversal) original fields ϕi, cf. Section 10.
(Differences in notation as compared with Ref. [6] and Ref. [16] are for most parts obvious, except for
the subtle fact that the structure functions UJcab = −t
Jc
ab have precisely the opposite sign there.) In
general, the quasi–group construction could in principle also works with external sources JA, as we
will indicate in this Section 9. However for the applications that we will present in this paper in the
next couple of Sections 10–13, the external sources JA will actually not enter into the quasi–group
construction itself, but only have an organizing roˆle (in the sense of splitting the master equation in
various sections).
Recall that the main idea of the quasi–group is to generalize Sophus Lie’s original work for transforma-
tion groups, such that the composition law ΘJ(θ, θ′;ϕ) for transformations (and hence the structure
“constants” UJcab) depend on the point ϕ. The transformations (=arrows) are the (finite) gauge
transformations
ϕi −→ ϕJi = fJi(ϕ, θ) , (9.1)
where θa are the gauge parameters. The composition law reads
fJi(fJ(ϕ, θ), θ′) = fJi(ϕ,ΘJ (θ, θ′;ϕ)) . (9.2)
The modified law of associativity reads
ΘJa(ΘJ(θ, θ′;ϕ), θ′′;ϕ) = ΘJa(θ,ΘJ(θ′, θ′′; fJ(ϕ, θ));ϕ) . (9.3)
The gauge transformation (9.1) is assumed to have an inverse gauge transformation
ϕi −→ ϕJi = ((fJ)−1)i(ϕ, θ) = fJi(ϕ, ϑ(θ;ϕ)) . (9.4)
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Define
RJia(ϕ) := (f
Ji(ϕ, θ)
←
∂r
∂θa
)ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ=0
, (9.5)
UJcab(ϕ) := (Θ
Jc(θ, θ′;ϕ)
←
∂r
∂θ′a
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ=0=θ′
− (−1)εaεb(a↔ b) , (9.6)
µJab(θ, ϕ) := (Θ
Ja(θ, θ′;ϕ)
←
∂r
∂θ′b
)ϕ,θ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
, λJ := (µJ)−1 , (9.7)
µ˜Jab(θ, ϕ) := (Θ
Ja(θ′, θ;ϕ)
←
∂r
∂θ′b
)ϕ,θ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
, λ˜J := (µ˜J)−1 , (9.8)
ΣJij(ϕ, θ) := (f
Ji(ϕ, θ)
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)θ , (9.9)
EJ(ϕ, θ) := sdet(ΣJ(ϕ, θ))
sdet(µJ(θ, ϕ))
sdet(µ˜J(θ, ϕ))
. (9.10)
It is assumed that the matrices (9.7), (9.8) and (9.9) are invertible. The Lie equation
(ϕJi
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ
(9.12)
= RJia(ϕ
J) λJab(θ, ϕ) , (9.11)
follows from
RJib(ϕ
J)
(9.5)
= (fJi(ϕJ , θ′)
←
∂r
∂θ′b
)ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
(9.1)+(9.2)
= fJi(ϕ,ΘJ (θ, θ′;ϕ))
←
∂r
∂θ′b
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
(9.7)
= (ϕJi
←
∂r
∂θa
)ϕ µ
Ja
b(θ, ϕ) . (9.12)
The inverse Lie equation can be deduced as follows
−(ϕi
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕJ
= (ϕi
←
∂r
∂ϕJj
)θ (ϕ
Jj
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ
(9.9)
= ((ΣJ)−1)ij(ϕ, θ) (ϕ
Jj
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ
(9.14)
= RJia(ϕ) λ˜
Ja
b(θ, ϕ) . (9.13)
In the last equality of eq. (9.13) we used that
ΣJij(ϕ, θ) R
Jj
b(ϕ)
(9.5)+(9.9)
= (ϕJi
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)θ (f
Jj(ϕ, θ′)
←
∂r
∂θ′b
)ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
(9.1)
= fJi(fJ(ϕ, θ′), θ)
←
∂r
∂θ′b
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
(9.2)
= fJi(ϕ,ΘJ (θ′, θ;ϕ))
←
∂r
∂θ′b
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ′=0
(9.1)+(9.8)
= (ϕJi
←
∂r
∂θa
)ϕ µ˜
Ja
b(θ, ϕ) . (9.14)
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Using similar arguments and, in particular, associativity (9.3), it is possible to deduce the Maurer–
Cartan equation and the inverse Maurer–Cartan equation
(λJab
←
∂r
∂θc
)− (−1)εbεc(b↔ c) = UJade(ϕ
J) λJeb λ
Jd
c(−1)
ε
b
ε
d , (9.15)
(λ˜Jab
←
∂r
∂θc
)− (−1)εbεc(b↔ c) = −UJade(ϕ) λ˜
Je
b λ˜
Jd
c(−1)
ε
b
ε
d . (9.16)
It will become important when discussing quantum corrections in Section 11 that the EJ -function
(9.10) satisfies an initial value problem [16]
(lnEJ(ϕ, θ)
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ = A
J
a (f
J(ϕ, θ)) λJab(θ, ϕ) , E
J(ϕ, θ=0) = 1 , (9.17)
which in turn satisfies pertinent consistency relations. Here we have defined the formal anomaly
function
AJa := (−1)
εi(
→
∂ℓ
∂ϕi
RJia) + (−1)
ε
bUJbba . (9.18)
Locally, eq. (9.17) leads to an integral representation
lnEJ(ϕ, θ) =
∫ θ
0
AJa (f
J(θ′, ϕ)) λJab(θ
′, ϕ) dθ′b , (9.19)
where the integral (9.19) is independent of the integration contour.
10 Construction of BRST–invariants Si
Let the original action S0o be invariant under gauge transformations (9.1). We will for simplicity
restrict our search to solutions RJia =R
0i
a and U
Jc
ab = U
0c
ab that are independent of the external
sources JA, so that the external sources only enter through the action
SJ = S0 + JA S
A = S0 + Ji S
i , S0 = S0o + ϕ
∗
i R
0i
a c
a +
1
2
c∗c U
0c
ab c
bca(−1)εa , (10.1)
in the original field sector, i.e., via Ji. Here we will focus on constructing the BRST–invariants S
i
associated with the original fields ϕi (or more precisely the transversal parts thereof). The idea is to
gauge–fix the m quasi–group gauge–parameters θa to be a function θa= θa(ϕ) of ϕ in precisely such
a way that
Si := ϕ0i(ϕ, θ(ϕ)) (10.2)
become n gauge–invariants, of which n−m are independent. Total differentiation with respect to ϕj
yields
(Si
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)
(10.2)
= (ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)θ + (ϕ
0i
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ(θ
b
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)
(9.9)
= Σ0ij + (ϕ
0i
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ(θ
b
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) . (10.3)
Let χa = χa(Si) be the m independent gauge-fixing conditions, in the sense that we impose χa = 0
for all possible values of ϕ. This determines implicitly m functions θa= θa(ϕ) if we assume that the
matrix
Dab := (χ
a
←
∂r
∂Si
) (ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ (10.4)
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is invertible. (Note that unlike ordinary gauge–fixing, the BRST–invariants Si will depend on gauge-
fixing conditions χa=0 by construction.) Then
0 = (χa
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) = (χa
←
∂r
∂Si
)(Si
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)
(10.3)+(10.4)
= (χa
←
∂r
∂Si
) Σ0ij +D
a
b (θ
b
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) . (10.5)
Now we can use eq. (10.5) to rewrite eq. (10.3) as
(Si
←
∂r
∂ϕk
) = P ij Σ
0j
k , (10.6)
where we have defined the idempotent
Qij := (ϕ
0i
←
∂r
∂θa
)ϕ (D
−1)ab (χ
b
←
∂r
∂Sj
) , Q = Q2 , (10.7)
and its complementary idempotent
P := 1−Q = P 2 , PQ = 0 = QP . (10.8)
This in turn implies
P ij (ϕ
0j
←
∂r
∂θa
)ϕ = 0 , (10.9)
and
(χa
←
∂r
∂Si
) P ij = 0 . (10.10)
It follows that Si is gauge–invariant,
(Si
←
∂r
∂ϕk
) R0ka(ϕ)
(10.6)
= P ij Σ
0j
k R
0k
a(ϕ)
(9.14)
= P ij (ϕ
0j
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ µ˜
0b
a
(10.9)
= 0 . (10.11)
All together, we have solved the J-dependent Noether identities (7.1) in the original field sector with
the help of the inverse Lie eq. (9.14). It is easy to check that the other conditions in the J-dependent
classical master eq. (5.4) are satisfied as well.
11 Quantum Corrections
In this Section 11 we look for a solution to the quantum master eq. (4.1) with a truncated one-loop
Ansatz of the form
W J = SJ +
~
i
MJ . (11.1)
Besides the classical master eq. (5.3), the quantum master eq. (4.1) becomes
(MJ , SJ) + ∆ρS
J = 0 , (11.2)
1
2
(MJ ,MJ) + ∆ρM
J + νρ = 0 . (11.3)
We now assume for simplicity Darboux coordinates ΓA = {Φα,Φ∗α} with trivial density ρ = 1 and
trivial odd scalar νρ = 0. We furthermore assume that the one–loop contribution
MJ = M0(ϕ) (11.4)
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only depends on the original fields ϕi, and in particular, that the one–loop contribution is independent
of all the external sources JA and all the antifields Φ
∗
α. Then eq. (11.3) is automatically satisfied. The
eq. (11.2) reads in the sector proportional to ca
(M0(ϕ)
←
∂r
∂ϕi
)R0ia(ϕ) +A
0
a(ϕ)
(11.3)
= 0 , (11.5)
where the formal anomaly function A0a is defined in eq. (9.18). Therefore
(M0(ϕ0)
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ = (M
0(ϕ0)
←
∂r
∂ϕ0i
) (ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ
(9.11)
= (M0(ϕ0)
←
∂r
∂ϕ0i
) R0ia(ϕ
0) λ0ab(θ, ϕ)
(11.5)
= −A0a(ϕ
0) λ0ab(θ, ϕ) . (11.6)
Comparing with the differential eq. (9.17), we conclude that a solution to the differential eq. (11.6) is
M0(ϕ0) = M0(ϕ) − lnE0(ϕ, θ) . (11.7)
The partition function reads
ZΨ[J ] =
∫
[dΦ] exp
[
M0(ϕ) +
i
~
SJ(Φ,Φ∗ =
∂Ψ
∂Φ
)
]
, (11.8)
where it is implicitly understood in eq. (11.8) that the field multiplet
Φα = {ϕi; ca; ca;pia} (11.9)
now includes non-minimal fields for gauge-fixing purposes; namely a Faddeev–Popov antighost ca and
a Nakanishi–Lautrup Lagrange multiplier pia; and it is furthermore implicitly understood that the
minimal SJ action (10.1) in eq. (11.8) has been replaced with the non-minimal action
SJ −→ SJ + c∗apia . (11.10)
The partition function is independent of the gauge fermion Ψ = Ψ(Φ), where the Faddeev-Popov
matrix
∆ab := (
→
∂ℓ
∂ca
Ψ
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) R0ib (11.11)
is invertible; and where ε(Ψ) = 1 and gh(Ψ) = −1.
12 Orbit Method
In this Section 12, we introduce the gauge parameter θa into the antisympletic phase space. Let us
consider irreducible (possibly open) theories in the minimal sector of the antisymplectic phase space
Γmin := {ϕ
i, ϕ∗i ; c
a, c∗a} . (12.1)
The action in the minimal sector is of the form
S0min = S
0
o(ϕ) + ϕ
∗
i R
0i
a(ϕ) c
a + . . . . (12.2)
We assume for simplicity from now on that the underlying groupoid structure is independent of the
external sources JA. The main new feature in this Section 12 is that the gauge parameters θ
a and
their antifields θ∗a are included into the total antisymplectic phase space as active participants
Γtot := {Γmin; θ
a, θ∗a} . (12.3)
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The action in the total sector is of the form
S0tot = S
0
min − θ
∗
a µ˜
0a
b(θ, ϕ) c
b + . . . . (12.4)
The Si functions are of the form
Si = ϕ0i(ϕ, θ) + ϕ∗j K
ij
a(ϕ, θ) c
a − θ∗a K
ia
b(ϕ, θ) c
b + . . . . (12.5)
The set of classical master eqs. (5.4) leads to a hierarchy of equations: (i) The Noether identity (7.1)
in the sector proportional to ca:
(S0o
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) R0ia(ϕ) = 0 . (12.6)
(ii) An open version of inverse Lie eq. (9.14) in the sector proportional to Jic
a:
(ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂ϕj
)θ R
0j
a(ϕ) − (ϕ
0i
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ µ˜
0b
a + (S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) Kija(−1)
εi = 0 . (12.7)
Or equivalently, if one multiplies eq. (12.7) from left with the matrix (ϕi
←
∂r
∂ϕ0j
)θ, one gets
R0ia(ϕ) + (ϕ
i
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
µ˜0ba
(12.7)
= −(ϕi
←
∂r
∂ϕ0k
)θ (S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) Kkja(−1)
ε
k
= −(S0o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) (ϕi
←
∂r
∂ϕk0
)θ K
kj
a(−1)
(εi+εk)εj+εk . (12.8)
(iii) In the sector proportional to JiJjc
a, one gets
(ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂ϕk
)θ

Kjka + (ϕk
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
Kjba

 = (ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂ϕk
)θ K
jk
a − (ϕ
0i
←
∂r
∂θb
)ϕ K
jb
a
= (−1)(εi+1)(εj+1)(i←→ j) . (12.9)
Firstly, note that the replacement of the closed inverse Lie eq. (9.14) with the open inverse Lie eq.
(12.7) still allows for essentially the same construction of the BRST–invariant Si from Section 10. The
only difference is that the off-shell BRST–invariance (10.11) turns into an on-shell BRST–invariance
(Si
←
∂r
∂ϕk
) R0ka(ϕ)
(10.6)+(12.7)+(10.9)
= −P ij (S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕk
) Kjka(−1)
εj . (12.10)
Secondly, let us now consider a gauge orbit
ϕ0i = f0i(ϕ, θ) ⇐⇒ ϕi = ((f0)−1)i(ϕ0, θ) , (12.11)
and composed action
So(ϕ
0, θ) := S0o((f
0)−1(ϕ0, θ)) . (12.12)
Multiplying eq. (12.7) with (So
←
∂r
∂ϕ0i
)θ yields
0
(12.6)+(12.7)
= (So
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
µ˜0ba + (So
←
∂r
∂ϕi
)θ (S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) Kija(−1)
εi
10
(12.9)
= (So
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
µ˜0ba − (So
←
∂r
∂ϕ0i
)θ (S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) (ϕj
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
Kiba(−1)
εi
= (So
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0

µ˜0ba − (So
←
∂r
∂ϕ0i
)θ K
ib
a(−1)
εi(εb+1)

 . (12.13)
Assuming that the µ˜0ba matrix is an invertible matrix, we deduce that the action (12.12) is gauge
invariant
(So
←
∂r
∂θa
)
ϕ0
(12.13)
= 0 , (12.14)
at least sufficiently close to the classical trajectories S0o
←
∂r
∂ϕi
≈ 0. We next introduce shifted structure
functions
K˜ija := (ϕ
i
←
∂r
∂ϕ0k
)θ

Kkja + (ϕj
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
Kkba

 (−1)(εi+εk)εj+εk (12.9)= −(−1)εiεj(i←→ j) . (12.15)
Eqs. (12.8), (12.14) and (12.15) imply an (i↔ j) symmetric version of eq. (12.8):
R0ia(ϕ) + (ϕ
i
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
µ˜0ba = −(S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) K˜ija . (12.16)
We stress that eq. (12.8), or equivalently eq. (12.16), can be viewed as an open version of the inverse
Lie eq. (9.13) for quasi–groups.
13 Gauge–Invariants
In this Section 13, we construct on-shell gauge–invariants ξI . See also Section 4.1 in Ref. [15]. Let
χa=χa(ϕ0) be m gauge-fixing conditions, in the sense that we impose χa=0 for all possible values of
ϕ0i. The gauge-fixing conditions leave n−m gauge–invariants ξI unconstrained:
χa(ϕ0) = 0 ⇐⇒ ϕ0i = gi(ξ) . (13.1)
(Again, note that unlike ordinary gauge–fixing, the gauge–invariants ξI will depend on gauge-fixing
conditions χa=0 by construction.) Recalling that
ϕ0i = f0i(ϕ, θ) , (13.2)
we can now reparametrize the original variable ϕi as
(ξI , θa) −→ ϕi = ((f0)−1)i(g(ξ), θ) . (13.3)
In words, the coordinates (ξI , θa) represent the decomposition of the n original fields ϕ in n − m
physical gauge–invariants ξI and m gauge variables θa. The following rank conditions are assumed:
rank(ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂ξI
) = n−m , rank(ϕ0i
←
∂r
∂θa
)ϕ = m . (13.4)
We assume that there exists an inverse map to the reparametrization (13.3)
ϕi −→ ξI = ξI(ϕ) , θa = θa(ϕ) . (13.5)
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The fact that ξI are independent of θa is encoded via the relations
0 = (ξI
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) (ϕi
←
∂r
∂θb
)
ϕ0
. (13.6)
Next, let us consider a source-dependent master action of the form
SJ = S0min + JI Ξ
I (13.7)
in the minimal sector (12.1). Here the BRST–invariants
ΞI = ξI + ϕ∗i K
Ii
a c
a + . . . (13.8)
are deformations of the gauge invariants ξI . The set of classical master eqs. (5.4) in the minimal sector
reads
(S0min, S
0
min) = 0 , (S
0
min,Ξ
I) = 0 , (ΞI ,ΞL) = 0 . (13.9)
The second and third involution eqs. (13.9) imply, among other things, that
(ξI
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) R0ia(ϕ) + (S
0
o
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) K
Ii
a(−1)
εI = 0 , (13.10)
and
(ξI
←
∂r
∂ϕi
) K
Li
a = (−1)
(ε
I
+1)(ε
L
+1)(I ←→ L) , (13.11)
respectively.
Moreover, we can also derive eqs. (13.10) and (13.11) from the orbit method of Section 12. If we use
the open version of the inverse Lie eq. (12.16), we get
(ξI
←
∂r
∂ϕi
)

R0ia(ϕ) + (S0o
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) K˜ija

 (12.16)+(13.6)= 0 . (13.12)
Eq. (13.12) shows that ξI are gauge–invariant on–shell. If we now identify
K
Ii
a = −(ξ
I
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) K˜ija(−1)
ε
I
(εi+1)
(12.15)+(13.6)
= (ϕi
←
∂r
∂ϕ0k
)θ (ξ
I
←
∂r
∂ϕj
) Kkja(−1)
(ε
I
+1)(ε
k
+1) , (13.13)
then eqs. (13.12) and (12.15) become the classical master eqs. (13.10) and (13.11), respectively.
Finally, let us use the gi functions from eq. (13.1) and the BRST–invariants (13.8) to define a new set
of BRST–invariants
Si = gi(Ξ)
(13.8)
= gi(ξ) + (gi(ξ)
←
∂r
∂ξI
) ϕ∗j K
Ij
a c
a + . . . , (13.14)
which we pair with the minimal action S0min. It follows that {S
0
min;S
i} satisfies the set of classical
master eqs. (5.4), because {S0min; Ξ
I} does, cf. eq. (13.9). This means that Si is a minimal analogue
to the Si function (12.5) without the {θa; θ∗a} dependence (so that, e.g., the K
ia
b structure functions
are absent)
Si = ϕ0i(ϕ) + ϕ∗j K
ij
a(ϕ) c
a + . . . . (13.15)
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Here ϕ0i = gi(ξ) and
Kija = (g
i(ξ)
←
∂r
∂ξI
) K
Ij
a(−1)
(ε
I
+εi)(εj+1) . (13.16)
Moreover Si and Kija satisfy minimal versions of the corresponding formulas from Section 12.
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